approach begs far more questions than it answers. Inevitability seems to trump contingency. Occasional bumps on a seemingly flat surface provoke problems of interpretation. In reality, the history of the papacy is always simultaneously several histories at once. One of them is the serial biography of the men who have been bishops of Rome, popes that is. Do personalities matter? Have we sufficient source materials to know popes as individuals? Another history concerns institutions. How did a papal government arise? What did it do? How did it relate to other governing structures, both ecclesiastical and secular? On what conceptual -ideological or ecclesiological -bases did the papacy rest at any given time? What roles did the popes play as patrons of art and architecture, or of learning more generally? Each of these questions, except for the ones about patronage and personalities, will be answered in some detail by other essays in this volume. The intention of this essay is to lay down some basic guidelines on the popes and the papacy. The volume to which this essay serves as a modest, orienting introduction treats the Middle Ages. Was there a "medieval papacy"? All historians find questions about periodization at once frustrating and essential. In so far as history purports to be the study and explanation of continuity and change, history needs some boundary markers. A glance at virtually any general history of the papacy will reveal several such markers: the papacy in the Roman Empire; the Byzantine domination of the papacy; the papacy in the Carolingian age; the "iron age" of the papacy; the "Investiture Controversy"; the papal monarchy; the crisis, or the decline, of the medieval papacy.3 In some tellings, the papacy was launched on its historical course by Christ's words to Peter in Matthew 16:16-18. Be that as it may, historical evidence for anything than can reasonably be called a papacy is hard to find before the reign of the emperor Constantine (306-337). Thereafter, and for a long time, it is interesting to note that papal history marches along in essentially secular terms. The papacy emerged under the aegis of Rome. Rome's heir, Byzantium, dominated the papacy until the Carolingians liberated the popes. The squabbling later Carolingians could no longer protect the papacy, and the institution fell into the hands of the corrupt Roman aristocracy. In the 11th century, things changed as various reform currents took root in Rome and the popes threw off the secular yoke. They liberated themselves to some extent from the local notables and from the German emperors. They also put their own house in order morally, spiritually, intellectually,
